You remain in the center of our attention
You remain in the center of our attention.

The value of goods in the Železiarne Podbrezová Group is perceived as time accuracy, price stability, innovation, flexibility and technical perfection. Our ambition is to create a sense of reliability in minds of our customers. Our customers are not only buyers of our material, they also our partners using the package of services, which we create for them.

We want to introduce our group to you through individual companies that became identified with our mission, which they transform to daily practice through basic principles, which are as follows: qualified and skilled workforce, constant modernization, investing in new technologies and gaining new partners in strategic spheres of business.

With the consolidated turnover of 13.5 billion SKK the company Železiarne Podbrezová belongs among 20 biggest entrepreneurial subjects in Slovakia. The company employs almost 8,000 people in Slovakia, the Czech Republic, Italy, Poland, Germany, etc.

The story of Železiarne Podbrezová Group brand began to unwind after the acquisition of controlling interest in the company ŽÏAS, a.s. Žiár nad Sázavou. In that moment the group became not only the supplier of steel tubes but it also entered the metallurgy field and heavy engineering. It became the supplier of assembly groups for metallurgy, machine industry, automotive and food industry. Also the supplier of pressing machinery, graduation machines, packing machines, castings and forgings. The relevance and importance of this strategic decision was later confirmed by the acquisition of the companies TS Plzeň, a.s., Příbram and ŽP Praho, s.r.o., Praho, s.r.o., Slovrur Sp. z o.o., Stalowa Wola, Poland, ŽÏAS SGS GmbH, Düsseldorf, Germany.
Steel tubes of Železiarne Podbrezová, a.s. are the most accessible and of the best quality in the middle European region. This statement is not incidental; we are entitled to it by more than 165 years long tradition. Traditional cooperation with customers shifts the quality of company’s production above the frame defined by the quality standards.

Železiarne Podbrezová, a.s., Slovak Republic

Production program
- Seamless steel tubes
- Precision seamless steel tubes
- Precision welded tubes
- Laser-welded tubes
- Outward-facing flanges
- Large-diameter welded steel pipes

Company’s production plants
- steel mill
- rolling mill
- cold drawn tube mill
- butt-welding elbows workshop
- semi tubular product mill

Contact
Železiarne Podbrezová, a.s.
Kolkáreò 35
976 81 Podbrezová
Slovak Republic
Tel.: +421 48 645 1111
Fax: +421 48 645 3072
E-mail: admin@zelpo.sk
Website: www.steeltube.sk

The company realizes its production activities in four areas. In the machine industry production the company deals with the production of forming machines, equipment of rolling mill and production according to customers’ documentation. Other production areas are metallurgy and manufacture of tools. The company supplies products to end customers by outside installation.

ŽÏAS, a.s., Žïár nad Sázavou, Czech Republic

Production program
- Production of forming machines
- Forging equipment
- Mechanical presses
- Hydraulic presses
- Metal scrap processing equipment
- Production of forming tools
- Welding equipment
- Steel production equipment
- Rolling mill equipment
- Cutting lines
- Straightening lines
- Inspection lines
- Turn-key technologies
- Reconstructions and modernizations of machines

Company’s production plants
- Tool shop
- Coil shop
- Engineering workshop
- Steel foundry
- Model room

Contact
ŽÏAS, a.s.
Strojírenská 6
591 71 Žïár nad Sázavou
Czech Republic
Tel.: +420 56 664 1111
Fax: +420 56 664 2850
E-mail: zdas@zdas.cz
Website: www.zdas.cz

The development of the Železiarne Podbrezová Group
ţeleziarne Podbrezová Group

The company provides for its customer full service including consultations, initial studies (basic and detail engineering works), production, supplies, installation and putting into operation.

TS Plzeù, a.s., Plzeù, Czech Republic

Production program
• hydraulic presses
• forging presses
• casting presses

Company’s production plants
• tool shop
• welding shop

Contact
TS Plzeù, a.s.
Tylova 1/57
316 00 Plzeù
Czech Republic
tel.: +420 37 733 6257
fax: +420 37 733 6107
e-mail: sales@tsplzen.cz
www.tsplzen.cz

3 PRODUCTION COMPANIES

The company operates in the area of precision drawn steel tubes and tube elbows. Its assortment duly complements the production program of the parent company.

ţP Tažírny trub Svinov, s.r.o., Ostrava, Czech Republic

Production program
• precision seamless steel tubes
• butt-welding fittings

Company’s production plants
• tube drawing
• butt-welding elbows workshop

Contact
ţP Tažírny trub Svinov, s.r.o.
Bílovecká 226/1
721 00 Ostrava – Svinov
Czech Republic
tel.: +420 59 697 4 103
fax: +420 59 697 4 100
e-mail: info@zptts.cz
www.zptts.cz

ŢP PRAKO, s. r. o. is the production and commercial company, which produces and sales neck welding flanges and drop forgings on the Slovak and foreign markets.

Company’s technological equipment
Consists of two forging lines (based on air hammers and presses). Heat treatment (processing) is provided by electric furnaces. Nowadays are the forging line with the press LVE 1000 and the second line with the press LVE 1600. These forging lines were the first of its kind in Slovakia. The company’s technical measures ensure the production of precision drop forgings with the weight of 0.5 – 5 kg dedicated for automotive industry.

ţIAROMAT, a.s., Kalinovo, Slovak Republic

The company is the traditional producer of refractory materials. It is historically predestined to this area of production by the occurrence of refractory clays in the locality of Ipe¾ská kotlina and geographical proximity of steel producers and manufacturers.

Company’s technological equipment
Consists of technological lines for the dressing and preparation of refractory materials using dry and wet methods, hydraulic and mechanical presses. Firing of products is provided in the gas chamber and car-chamber. Novelty is the line for the preparation of synthetic slag for the steel mills and time producers.

ŢP PRAKO, s.r.o., Prakovec, Slovak Republic

2PRAKO, s.r.o. is the production and commercial company which produces and sales neck welding flanges and drop forgings on the Slovak and foreign markets.

Company’s technological equipment
Consists of two forging lines (based on air hammers and presses). Heat treatment (processing) is provided by electric furnaces. Nowadays are the forging line with the press LVE 1000 and the second line with the press LVE 1600. These forging lines were the first of its kind in Slovakia. The company’s technical measures ensure the production of precision drop forgings with the weight of 0.5 – 5 kg dedicated for automotive industry.

ŻIAROMAT, a.s., Kalinovo, Slovak Republic

The company is the traditional producer of refractory materials. It is historically predestined to this area of production by the occurrence of refractory clays in the locality of Ipe¾ská kotlina and geographical proximity of steel producers and manufacturers.

Company’s technological equipment
Consists of technological lines for the dressing and preparation of refractory materials using dry and wet methods, hydraulic and mechanical presses. Firing of products is provided in the gas chamber and car-chamber. Novelty is the line for the preparation of synthetic slag for the steel mills and time producers.

ژرمانیا ویالور، سا.ر.و، سویا، سلوکیا عرب

2PRAKO, s.r.o. is the production and commercial company which produces and sales neck welding flanges and drop forgings on the Slovak and foreign markets.

Company’s technological equipment
Consists of two forging lines (based on air hammers and presses). Heat treatment (processing) is provided by electric furnaces. Nowadays are the forging line with the press LVE 1000 and the second line with the press LVE 1600. These forging lines were the first of its kind in Slovakia. The company’s technical measures ensure the production of precision drop forgings with the weight of 0.5 – 5 kg dedicated for automotive industry.

ژارومات، اس. اس، کالینوو، سلوکیا عرب

The company is the traditional producer of refractory materials. It is historically predestined to this area of production by the occurrence of refractory clays in the locality of Ipe¾ská kotlina and geographical proximity of steel producers and manufacturers.

Company’s technological equipment
Consists of technological lines for the dressing and preparation of refractory materials using dry and wet methods, hydraulic and mechanical presses. Firing of products is provided in the gas chamber and car-chamber. Novelty is the line for the preparation of synthetic slag for the steel mills and time producers.
Železiarne Podbrezová Group

PIPEX International AG, Nidau, Switzerland

The company is the most important commercial and distribution channel, through which the products of Železiarne Podbrezová, a.s. are marketed on the European and world markets. The share of the total sales represents 20%.

PIPEX Italia S.p.A., Arona, Italy

The second most important commercial and distribution channel with the 15% share of the total sales. It particularly covers the markets in Europe and Middle East.

Via Paleocapa 10
28041 Arona (Novara), Italy
tel.: +39 0322 235511, fax: +39 0322 44688
e-mail: info@pipex.it, www.pipex.it

ŽP Trade Bohemia, a.s., Prague, Czech Republic

The company is an important distributor of Železiarne Podbrezová products in the Czech Republic. Its share of the total sales is approximately 10%.

Ztracená 272
16100 Prague 6, Czech Republic
tel.: +420 23 530 1190, 23 530 0731, fax: +420 23 530 0760
e-mail: info@zptrade.cz, www.ztrade.cz

Slovrur Sp. z o.o., Stalowa Wola, Poland

The company is the important distributor of Železiarne Podbrezová products. Its share of the total sales is approximately 15%.

Brandwicka 6
37464 Stalowa Wola, Poland
tel.: +48 15 8448045, 8448046, fax: +48 15 8420234
e-mail: zas@zptrade.cz, www.slovrur.pl

TS Steel Pipe & Fittings S.r.l., Flero, Italy

Tube warehouse, operating on the Italian market.

Via Don Milani 1
25020 Flero (BS), Italy
tel.: +39 0302 641191, fax: +39 0302 641064
e-mail: info@tssteel.it, www.tssteel.it

ŽÏAS SGS GmbH, Düsseldorf, Germany

Important distributor of ŽDAS products in Germany.

Holzener Strasse 44
D-58708 Menden, Germany
tel.: +49 2373 1 774211, fax: +49 2373 1 774215
e-mail: zdas-sgs@t-online.de

Železiarne Podbrezová, a.s.

Engine and its parts
° distribution pipes
° camshaft
° fuel supply pipes
° half-axle

Construction of the automobile
° chassis
° columned brace (grid)
° seats constructions
° door braces
° instrument panel holder

Car chassis parts
° stabilizers
° modules and construction parts of car chassis
° eaxes
° subframes
° hydraulic valves
° pistons

Security components and steering
° air bags
° power steering pump
° steering components
° connecting rods

ŽÏAS, a.s.

° mechanical press presses for production of car body parts
° automatic press presses for production of automobile parts
° forging presses for car forging
° line production of automobile wheels
° press line for production of car body parts
° lines for sheet metal processing
° line for sheet metal stamping

ZDAS, a.s.

° mechanical press presses for production of car body parts
° automatic press presses for production of automobile parts
° forging presses for car forging
° line production of automobile wheels
° press line for production of car body parts
° lines for sheet metal processing
° line for sheet metal stamping

TS Plzeò, a.s.

° forging presses
° sheet metal stamping

ŽP PRASO, a.s.

° forging presses
° precision forging

References

Škoda Auto, DaimlerChrysler, Volkswagen, Kamaz, TRW, Delphi Chassis, Benteler Automotive, GKN Gellenkwellenwerk, ZF Lemforder, ZF Sachs, SAB, Hayes Lammerz Autokola, Rieter, Cooper-Standard Automotive, Monroe Czechia
5 APPLICATION OF ŽELEZIARNE PODBREZOVÁ GROUP PRODUCTS

5.2 Energy machine-building

Železiarne Podbrezová, a.s.
- seamless tubes for boiler and power plant equipment
- seamless and welded steel tubes for the production of heat exchangers, preheaters and condensers
- seamless and welded tubes for the production of heat exchangers, preheaters and condensers
- tubes for the production of heat exchangers, preheaters and condensers
- tubes for the production of heat exchangers, preheaters and condensers
- tubes with inner ribbing

ŽÏAS, a.s.
- steel castings and forgings
- welds and mounted constructions
- machine components

5.3 Machine building and construction production

Železiarne Podbrezová, a.s.
- tubes and tube intermediate products for:
  - high-pressure hydraulic distribution
  - machine treatment
  - hydraulic valves
  - parts and axles of machine units
  - parts of tool machines

ŽÏAS, a.s.
- cut-to-lenght and slitting lines
- straightening lines
- mechanical presses
- hydraulic presses
- equipment for scrap processing
- machines and forgings

TS Plzeò, a.s.
- hydraulic forging presses 6,3 – 120 MN
- hydraulic extrusion presses 6,3 – 35 MN
- special hydraulic presses

5.4 Metallurgical industry

Železiarne Podbrezová, a.s.
- steel rolling facilities
- rolling facilities
- reconstruction and modernisations of equipment

TS Plzeò, a.s.
- two or four reversing and non-reversing rolling mills
- rolling facilities
- reconstruction and modernisation of rolling mills
- rolling facilities

5.5 Rubber industry

ŽÏAS, a.s.
- cutting and stripping lines
- run-out mill sections
- equipment for open-die forging facilities
- reconstructions and modernizations of equipment

TS Plzeò, a.s.
- two or four reversing and non-reversing rolling mills
- rolling facilities
- entry and exit sections
- modernization and reconstruction of existing rolling mills
- rolling facilities

5.6 Food industry

ŽÏAS, a.s.
- mechanical curing presses 63,5” – 100”
- hydraulic curing presses 63,5” – 130”
- modernisation and overhauls of curing presses

TS Plzeò, a.s.
- sugar cane mill stations
- modernisation and reconstruction of existing mills
- complete unit or individual equipment

References:
- General Electric, GEA, ALSTOM Power, Voest Alpine, Skoda Energo, Bloom and Voss, PBS Tøebíè, Rafako, Liberecké kotlárny - HÖLTER, Energomontáže Liberec, FBM Hudson, ItalianaNuovo Pignone, SES Tlmaèe, SEWON Heavy Machinery, Duro Dakoviæ, Dunafer, Famet, Hunivent
- Littell, Sandvik, VAI, US Steel, Skoda, Agrostroj, Vítkovice, Abner, Humpolecké strojírny, Kinex, MORA Moravia, Øetìzy Vamberk
- Michelin, Continental, Goodyear (Dunlop), Mitas, STIP, Iran Tire, J.K.Tyre

You remain in the center of our attention.